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We will be collecting homemade cookies to vacuum

We will be collecting homemade cookies to vacuum

pack and send overseas to a military unit that is

pack and send overseas to a military unit that is

deployed this holiday season! We would love your

deployed this holiday season! We would love your

participation in this joint service effort to show our

participation in this joint service effort to show our

appreciation to those away from their families at this

appreciation to those away from their families at this

time.

time.

A FEW IMPORTANT DETAILS...

A FEW IMPORTANT DETAILS...

Please bake cookies the SAME DAY as drop-off, to

Please bake cookies the SAME DAY as drop-off, to

maintain freshness

maintain freshness

Please text the number below with the number of

Please text the number below with the number of

cookies you will drop off so we are sure to have

cookies you will drop off so we are sure to have

enough to cover every soldier in the unit (we need

enough to cover every soldier in the unit (we need

cookies in quantities of 18, so please sign up to

cookies in quantities of 18, so please sign up to

bring either 18, 36, 54, 72, etc)

bring either 18, 36, 54, 72, etc)

Please indicate if the cookies have any sort of

Please indicate if the cookies have any sort of

widely-allergic ingredients (ie: nuts and if so, what

widely-allergic ingredients (ie: nuts and if so, what

kind)

kind)

If you would like to donate money to help with the

If you would like to donate money to help with the

cost of shipping the cookies, that would be just as

cost of shipping the cookies, that would be just as

helpful as the cookies themselves!

helpful as the cookies themselves!

Cookie Drop Off:

Please text with the number of homemade cookies you
will donate. Thank you!!!!!

Cookie Drop Off:

Please text with the number of homemade cookies you
will donate. Thank you!!!!!

